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A Prolog morphological analyzer for PortugueseJacques Wainer Alexandre FarcicAbstractThis paper describes a morphological analyzer for Portuguese written in Prolog. Itunderstands about the standard declinations for noun, adjectives, and regular verbsand it also understands about pre�xes and su�xes. The system is not only able torecognize a word if its root is in the dictionary, but also to infer (or rather guess) thelexical classes of words whose roots are not in the dictionary by using its knowledge ofdeclinations and su�xes.1 IntroductionProlog is a programming language that is very well suited for the development of naturallanguage processing programs, specially the syntactic analysis components of these pro-grams [PS87]. But the morphological analysis has never received much attention, mainlybecause English, which is the language most used word-wide in natural language processingsystems, is, from a morphology point of view, very simple.In a natural language processing system the morphological analysis is the step in whichwords are analyzed and categorized in terms of di�erent lexical classes, and the particularattributes for that lexical class are determined. Thus, the Portuguese word constru��ssemosshould be classi�ed as �rst person of the plural of the imperfect tense of the subjunctivemode of the verb construir (to build), and that determination would be a typical task of amorphological analyzer.Strictly speaking, for implementing a functioning natural language processing systemsthere is no need for a morphological analysis component: all declinations of the verb,for example construir, could be entered in the lexicon of the system, which would justconsult its lexicon to determine the lexical category and the respective attributes of theword constru��ssemos. Of course that would be wasteful since all sixty two declinations ofthe verb would have to be entered into the lexicon. On the other hand with a morphologicalanalyzer which embodies the rules for the verb's declinations, only the statement that theverb construir is regular would su�ce.The goals of this research were:� to construct a morphological analyzer for the Portuguese language.� to construct it in standard Prolog so it could be easily incorporated into existing andfuture Prolog based NLP systems. 1



� to populate its dictionary with all lexical classes that are closed, that is, classes whoseelements are �xed for the Portuguese language. Thus the system's dictionary alreadyincludes all pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, determiners of the Portuguese lan-guage, as well as all declinations of important irregular verbs like ser (to be), estar(to be), and so on.Because of the second goal above, we had to make some design decisions concerningaccents and the special character cedilla (\�c"). Since standard Prologs do not accept ex-tended ASCII code, which includes all accents and non-standard characters in Portuguese,we decided not to include them at all in the words treated by the system: accents shouldbe removed altogether and cedilla should be coded as the letter \c". The two consequencesof such decision are that this morphological analyzer cannot be used as a spell checker, andthere are an extra level of ambiguity that should be treated by the program that uses thissystem. For example the word e is analyzed as the conjunction e (and) and also as thethird person, singular of the present tense of the indicative mode of the verb ser (to be),which would be graphed as �e. More severe than that are the words that are disambiguatedexactly by the presence of the accent, for example the pair cantar�a (to sing{third personsingular, future tense of the indicative mode) and cantara (to sing{third person singularplus-que-parfait tense of the indicative mode).On the other hand, the following where not part of the system's goals:� to serve as a computational implementation of some morphology theory (for example[Kar83, RRBP92]). Theories of morphology try to explain all morphology processing,for all languages, in terms of some computational machinery (�nite state machines ortwo-levels �nite state machines [Kos83, Kos85, Gaz85]) applied to strings of lettersor possibly phonemes. This project does not implement any of those theories. Itwas meant as a rather straight forward implementation of the morphological rules ofPortuguese (as they appear in for example [dC80]) as Prolog clauses.� to implement a spell checker. This system cannot be considered a spell checker formany reasons: it does not include accents and cedilla, it can makes wrong but reason-able inferences about the spelling of word, its dictionary contains only words that areimportant from a morphological point of view (the closed lexical classes) and it doesnot contain any word in the open lexical classes (nouns, adjectives, regular verbs),and �nally it is probably not e�cient enough as a spell checker.In its current version the system does not deal with contractions, like delas , which is thecontraction of the preposition de and the pronoun elas . Also the system assumes that allletters of the words are lower case. Future versions of the system would probably include:a better interface for the user to enter new words in the dictionary (the details of how newword are entered is not discussed in this paper); and a way of coding accents into wordsthat extends the current scheme (that is, if an accent is entered the system would considerit, but if no accent is present the system assumes the current scheme).The current version of the morphological analyzer is available for anyone interested bycontacting the �rst author. The comments in the code contain a short user's manual which2



includes topics not covered in the paper, like how to use the code, how to add new wordsto the dictionary, and what are the syntax of the information the analyzer returns.2 On declinations and a�xesDeclinations are sequence of letters that change the variable attributes of a lexical class.In this paper we will distinguish between �xed and variable attributes (or features) of alexical class. Fixed attributes are attributes that cannot be modi�ed by declinations of the\original word" or root. Thus the lexical class of nouns has the �xed attribute of gender(masculine or feminine), and the variable attributes of number (plural or singular) anddegree (neutral, augmenting degree or diminishing degree). Thus the word arvore (tree)is feminine, and that is �xed, but is also singular and neutral. These last two attributesmay be changed by declinations: the word arvorezinhas (little trees) is feminine, plural anddiminishing degree.1The �xed attributes must stored with the root of the word in the dictionary, since thereis no way the system can infer them. On the other hand, the system embodies the rules fordetermining the variable attributes given the declinations present in the word. The conceptof root in our system is just the \most common" declination of the word: for adjectivesthe root is the masculine, singular, neutral declination, for nouns the singular form, and forverbs the impersonal in�nitive.Some lexical classes have only �xed attributes. Prepositions and conjunctions haveonly one attribute which we will call type. Most adverbs also have only one attribute(again called type) except for adverbs ending in -mente, which can have a variable degreeattribute (for example, belamente (beautifully) and belissimamente (very beautifully)).Nouns have the �xed attribute of gender, and the variable attributes of number anddegree. Adjectives have the variable attributes of gender, number and degree. Verbshave the variable attributes of person, number, tense and mode.Di�erent than declinations, a�xes, which includes pre�xes and su�xes, are not used toalter variable attributes of lexical classes, but to alter the meaning of a word, and possiblyits lexical class.Pre�xes are segment of words that are concatenated at the beginning of a word to changeits meaning without changing its lexical class. For example, the pre�x contra-, which havethe general meaning of against, can be concatenated with the verb por (to put) resultingin the verb contrapor (to contrast). Su�xes are word segments that are concatenated tothe end of a word in order to change its meaning and possible its lexical class. Thus thesu�x -mente can be concatenated with adjective belo (beautiful) resulting in the adverbbelamente (beautifully).The probably longest Portuguese word anticonstitucionalissimamente has the pre�xanti- applied to the adverb ending with the su�x -mente in the augmenting degree, which1For some nouns ( nouns for animals and professions) the gender could be considered as a variableattribute. One could consider the noun gata (cat { fem.) to be derived though a declination from the noungato (cat { masc.), but not in our system. Our system does not consider gender a variable attribute in anycase and thus if only gato is in the dictionary the system would not recognize gata.3



in turn was derived from the adjective constitucional , which in turn was derived from thenoun constitui�c~ao by the su�x -al , which in turn was derived from the verb constituir bythe su�x -�c~ao.3 Levels of AnalysisConceptually system provides �ve di�erent levels of morphological analysis, which are dis-cussed below. From the user point of view though, there are only three levels, since lookupand grounded declination are combined into a single level, and the non-grounded declinationand non-grounded a�xation are also combined.3.1 LookupThe �rst level of analysis, lookup, is just a look up function. It searches the dictionary forthe word, retrieve the corresponding lexical information, that is, the lexical class and �xedattributes, and returns it. In the present version of the system, the dictionary must be inthe program's memory in the form of Prolog clauses. Of course, this is unacceptable but forsmall dictionaries. A more elaborate solution for the lookup level of analysis would be tosearch for the word in some external �le, probably cashing the results in Prolog's internalclause memory, or to store the words in memory but in a very compact way [LK93].The lookup level of analysis is performed for the lexical classes of prepositions, de-terminers, pronouns, conjunction, and so on. Some of these classes, like preposition andconjunction, have only �xed attributes, whereas the others, like determiners, pronouns andso on, are so common in Portuguese sentences that, for e�ciency reasons, we decided tostore in the dictionary all their possible declinations. Thus the pronouns ele, ela, eles, elas(he, she, they{masculine gender, they{feminine gender) are all stored in the dictionary.Furthermore, all declinations of irregular verbs must be present in the system's dictionary.3.2 Grounded declinationThe grounded declination level of analysis understands about the standard declinationsof lexical classes like regular verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs. Given a word that is notin the dictionary, the system will check if its ending corresponds to some known declination,determine the lexical class and the values of the variable attributes that corresponds to thedeclination, remove the declination in order to obtain the root of the word, check if the rootis in the system's dictionary, and retrieve the �xed attributes information.For example, if the word amarelo (yellow) is in the dictionary as an adjective2 , agrounded declination analysis would recognize the words amarelo, amarela, amarelos, amare-las (yellow{masc, yellow-fem, yellow-masc. pl., yellow{fem. pl.).The morphological analysis of a noun would determine the word's number and degree,and retrieve the root and it's gender from the dictionary. Thus if the noun livro is storedin the dictionary as a masculine noun, the system would recognize words like livr~oes (bigbooks) as the augmenting degree, plural of livro. But the system would also recognize the2Amarelo is also a masculine noun and that must be stored in the dictionary also.4



incorrect Portuguese words liv~aos and livr~aes as the augmenting degree, plural of livro.The problem is that the plural construction rule for words ending in -~ao, as in livr~ao (bigbook), speci�es that the three terminations -~aos, -~oes and -~aes are possible. In most of thecases only one of the terminations is really correct, but of course the system has no way ofknowing which (but some words like alde~ao (villager) allow for all the three terminationsfor their plural).As we mentioned above, the system considers gender a �xed attribute of nouns, andtherefore it would not recognize gata as a valid declination of gato.The morphological analysis of adjectives would determine number, degree and gender,and retrieve the root from the dictionary. Thus, if the word amarelo is declared in thedictionary as an adjective, the system would recognize words like amarelas (yellow{fem.pl.), or amarelissimos (very yellow{masc. pl.).Finally, adverbs ending in -mente allow for a variable degree attribute (for examplebelamente and belissimamente), which is also recognized.3.3 Grounded a�xationThe grounded a�xation (su�xation and pre�xation) level of analysis would also attemptto remove pre�xes and su�xes of the word in order to obtain a root that is stored in thedictionary. As we mentioned above, pre�xes are segment of words that are appended to thebeginning of the word and do not change the word's lexical category. Su�xes are segmentof words that are appended to the end of a word, and usually change the original word'slexical category. Thus if a word, after the removal of the known declinations, is not foundin the dictionary, the system would try to further remove pre�xes and su�xes in order toobtain a known root. Of course the system would not just return the inferred lexical classof the original root, but also report on the process of a�xation that transformed the rootinto the original word.The grounded a�xation analysis works as follows: if the word has not been recognizedby the grounded declination analysis, the system would try to match the beginning of theword with a know pre�x, remove it an apply the grounded declination on the remainingword (which would be of the same lexical class as the original word). If that fails, the systemwould try to match the termination of the remaining word with a known su�x. Su�xes canbe classi�ed based on the lexical class transformation they result. For example the su�x-mente can only transform an adjective into an adverb. Thus if the -mente was found atthe end of the word, the system infers that that word was an adverb, remove the su�x, andtry to �nd the remainder morpheme in the dictionary (in fact for words ending in -mentethe system will �rst try to remove degree declinations since such adverbs have a variabledegree attribute). This process can repeated at most three times since we could not �nda word that is the result of more than three su�xations. For example, the analysis of theword a�rmativamente (a�rmatively), would return:adverb(suffixation(mente,adjective(suffixation(tivo,verb(afirmar)))))5



The pre�xes known to the system are:a-, anti-, hiper-, hipo-, meta-, pro-, ante-, com-/con-, contra-, de-, des-, extra-, in-/im-/i-, inter-/entre-, per-, pre-, re-, retro-, sub-/sus-, super-/sobre-,trans-Su�xes can be classi�ed in terms of what lexical class transformation they perform. Forexample, the following su�xes transform adjectives into nouns.-itude, -dade, -id~ao, -eza/-ez, -ura, -ismoFor example, the adjective alto (high) can be transformed by the use of the su�x -itudeinto the noun altitude (height).Su�xes that transform verbs into nouns are:-mento, -ância/-ência, -an�ca/-en�ca, -ante/-ente/-inte, -dor, -a�c~aoFor example, the pairs jogar (to play) and jogador (player); or crer (to believe) and cren�ca(belief).Su�xes that transform verbs into adjective are:-t�orio, -avel, -ivel, -tivoSome examples: a�rmar (to a�rm) and a�rmativo (a�rmative); and durar (to last) andduravel (durable).Su�xes that transform noun into adjective are:-ento, -onho, -tico, -ista, -oso, -udo, -alSome examples: barro (mud) and barrento (muddy); and riso (laugh) and risonho (smiley).Finally, there is only one su�x that transform an adjective into an adverb, the su�x-mente, as in facil (easy) and facilmente (easily).The main problem with the grounded a�xation analysis derives from the fact thatthe morphological rules are underspeci�ed, which is also the explanation for the systemacceptance of the incorrect plurals of p~ao, discussed in the previous section. In the caseof grounded a�xation the problem is more severe, since there are no rules that constrainwhich su�x ((from a particular class) can be applied to which root. Thus the system wouldrecognize non-existing words like bonitude and estudador , (if bonito and estudar are presentin the dictionary) because the rules that allow recognizing such words are the same onesthat allow the system recognize the correct Portuguese words in�nitude (in�niteness) andjogador (player).3.4 Non-grounded declinationThe non-grounded declination analysis is similar to the grounded declination analysisbut the requirement that the word's root is stored in the system's dictionary is dropped.A competent Portuguese speaker would recognize the word assevandijamos as the secondperson plural of the present tense of the indicative mode of a possible verb assevandijar6



(which in fact is a Portuguese verb [dH80] albeit an obscure one). Thus just by using thedeclination rules a competent speaker is able to infer (or rather guess) the lexical class ofthe words and its attributes. The non-grounded declination analysis would perform thisprocessing.Of course the use of non-grounded analysis in a natural language processing system islimited. Since the root had to be guessed, there is no semantic information attributed to itand so, if the system that is using the morphological analyzer is trying to understand themeaning of the sentence, the information returned by the non-grounded analysis is useless.But of course, some level of understanding is always possible even without speci�c semanticinformation about the root (after all people does understand sentences that contain unknownwords). Some other system may realize it does not know the meaning of assevandijar andask the user! A less ambitious use of the non-grounded analysis would be a grammarchecker, since it does not have to \understand" the words, but just check if they obey thegrammar rules.3.5 Non-grounded a�xationNon-grounded a�xation is the extension of non-grounded declination to su�xes andpre�xes. Thus, after the removal of known declinations, pre�xes and su�xes, the systemwould guess the root.The problem of the underspeci�cation of the morphological rules is even greater in thenon-grounded analysis (both declination and a�xation) than for grounded analysis sincethe requirement that the root must be in the dictionary is dropped. Let see what happenswhen the word misturaveis (mixable{pl.) is analyzed at the non-grounded declination level.The system �rst assumes that the word is a noun, then an adjective, then a verb, and �nallyan adverb (by design). Thus, the system would analyze misturaveis in order as:� the plural of the (non-existing) nouns misturavel and misturavil because the rules thatresponsible for such inferences also allow for the correct plural of the words missel andutil .� the singular of the noun misturaveis since there are singular nouns ending in \s" (pubisfor example).� the plural of the adjectives misturavel (a correct guess) and misturavil .� as the second person plural of the imperfect part tense of the indicative mode of theverb misturar (a correct guess)� and other combinations of tenses and mode of the non exiting verbs misturavar ,misturaver , misturavir and misturaveirThus eventually the correct guesses are obtained, although the system would also make alot of reasonable but incorrect guesses.The non-grounded a�xation will also eventually generate the correct guesses amongsome more bizarre ones. For example the non-grounded a�xation analysis of interminavel7



(never ending) generates the correct analysis of an adjective derived from the verb terminar(to �nish) by pre�xation of in- and su�xation of -vel . But it also analyzes the word as theadjective derived from the verb minar (to mine) by pre�xation of inter- and su�xation of-vel , among the other analysis generated by the non-grounded declination level.34 Details of the ImplementationThe interface to our code is done through the predicate dicionario, with three arguments:dicionario(Word, Level-of-analysis, Resulting-structure)and the standard modes of operation are: dicionario(+,+,-) and dicionario(+,-,-)(but see below on bi-directionality). That is, given a word and the desired level of analysis,the predicate returns the resulting structure (the lexical class and its attributes). Or givena word, the system would try to analyze it, return its analysis and the level where theanalysis was obtained.The code was conceived to be e�cient, bi-directional and to implement as straightforward as possible the morphological rules of Portuguese.We believe that the most common use of our system would be the grounded declinationanalysis, and thus, e�ciency was tuned for that. There are two aspects on e�ciency:how long the program takes to compute a solution, and, speci�cally for Prolog, how manybacktracking does it take for the predicate to return the \correct" answer. In terms of the�rst aspect of e�ciency, we implemented some \tricks" like representing a word as a list ofits letters in inverse order. This way, the declinations would appear in the beginning of thelist, and thus their removal would be cheaper than if it were at the end of the list [O'K90].Also in this realm of e�ciency, we tried to explore Prolog internal hashing scheme (whichwe assumed is the standard scheme of hashing clauses by the functor and its �rst argument[Ari88, SB-88]) so that searches on the dictionary are fast.In terms of e�ciency in generating the \correct" answer as soon as possible, we rear-ranged the order of predicates in the program so the �rst solutions generated are what weconsider the most common ones. Thus, given the word eles , the system would �rst answerthat it is a pronoun, and only upon backtracking it will analyze it as the plural of the wordele (the letter ell).The system was also designed to be bidirectional, that is, to serve both as an analyzerand a generator. As a generator, the predicate works in the mode dicionario(-,+,+),that is, given a structure and the level of analysis, the predicate constructs the word. So,one can ask the system for the plural of p~ao (bread) and it will return p~oes , and then onbacktracking p~aes , and �nally p~aos . The �rst and last words are not the correct plural ofp~ao, but they are reasonable tries given the rules of plural formation of words ending in-~ao.Finally, the last requirement of the system was that the morphological rules were imple-mented as straight forward as possible. Morphological rules are usually expressed [dC80] in3This is not just problem of non-groundedness. If both verbs where in the dictionary, a grounded a�xationanalysis would make the same mistakes. Non-groundedness only makes more mistakes.8



terms of what one wants to accomplish (for example, to obtain the plural), the sequence ofletters at the end of original word (for example, words ending in -~ao), and the consequent ofthe rule are usually removal of letters form the original word, follow by addition of sequenceof letters to the end of the word, yielding the �nal declination (for example, remove -~aoand add -~oes). In our system each rule corresponds to a Prolog clause, which in some waydecreases the e�ciency of the program (since two rules could be combined into a singleone like the compound rule to generate the feminine plural declination of a adjective), butit increases in readability, modularity and maintainability. Since we did not implementall morphological rules of Portuguese (nor do we know where to �nd such a compilationof rules), and so the system will su�er modi�cations in the future, maintainability is animportant concern.5 ConclusionsThis paper does not report a a ground breaking result, but it reports on a nice imple-mentation of a morphological analyzer in Prolog. TO our knowledge no description ofsuch system has been published in he literature. The system presented here does more thatwhat is usually expected from a morphological analyzer, which corresponds to our groundeddeclination level of analysis. The system also understands about a�xation (grounded a�x-ation analysis), and is even able to guess the lexical class and root of unknown words (thenon-grounded analysis).The is, of course, much work yet to be done, especially on the level of reducing theincorrect analysis and guesses the system produce. As we mentioned these incorrectnessare the result of the underspeci�city of the morphological rule as they appear in Portugueselanguage grammars. There is a interesting line of research to be followed which would try tomake those morphological rules more speci�c. For example, we treated pre�xes and su�xesindependently, but there we found evidence that not all combinations of pre�x/su�x arepossible. Thus one could propose a matched treatment of su�xes and pre�xes. Also weassumed that any pre�xed could be applied to any root, but there is also evidence thatpre�xes may be typed (like su�xes). For example the pre�x extra- is applied mostly toadjectives, and only rarely to the other classes. There is only one verb with the pre�xhiper- (hiperestesiar , and no verb with pre�x hipo-, except hipotecar which only by chancestarts with hipo.References[Ari88] The Arity/Prolog Language Reference Manual, 1988.[dC80] Celso Ferreira da Cunha. Gramatica da Lingua Portuguesa. FENAME, seventhedition, 1980.[dH80] Aurelio Buarque de Hollanda. Dicionario da Lingua Portuguesa. Editora NovaFronteira, 1980. 9
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